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Photonics in nature and bioinspired designs:
sustainable approaches for a colourful world
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Biological systems possess nanoarchitectures that have evolved for speciﬁc purposes and whose ability to
modulate the ﬂow of light creates an extraordinary diversity of natural photonic structures. In particular, the
striking beauty of the structural colouration observed in nature has inspired technological innovation in
many ﬁelds. Intense research has been devoted to mimicking the unique vivid colours with newly
designed photonic structures presenting stimuli-responsive properties, with remarkable applications in
health care, safety and security. This review highlights bioinspired photonic approaches in this context,
starting by presenting many appealing examples of structural colours in nature, followed by describing
the versatility of fabrication methods and designed coloured structures. A particular focus is given to
optical sensing for medical diagnosis, food control and environmental monitoring, which has
experienced a signiﬁcant growth, especially considering the advances in obtaining inexpensive
miniaturized systems, more reliability, fast responses, and the use of label-free layouts. Additionally,
naturally derived biomaterials and synthetic polymers are versatile and ﬁt many diﬀerent structural
designs that are underlined. Progress in bioinspired photonic polymers and their integration in novel
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devices is discussed since recent developments have emerged to lift the expectations of smart, ﬂexible,
wearable and portable sensors. The discussion is expanded to give emphasis on additional functionalities
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oﬀered to related biomedical applications and the use of structural colours in new sustainable strategies
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that could meet the needs of technological development.
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A panoply of astonishing colours is present in nature, derived
from chemical and physical phenomena. While the rst is
based on electronic transitions in molecules that absorb
specic wavelengths of visible light, structural colours involve
physical processes. Structural colours in nature arise from
diﬀerent mechanisms of light interaction with matter. The
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ml ¼ 2d(neff2  sin2 q)1/2

Fig. 1 Schemes of one, two- and three-dimensional photonic crystal
structures. The periodic modulation in the refractive index is shown by
the arrows.

scattering of light occurs at interfaces between materials of
diﬀerent refractive indexes.1 Incoherent scattering is responsible for milk-white and blue like sky colours resulting from
disordered dispersion of scattering particles.2 However, when
there is a coherent scattering, the constructive interference
between scattered waves exhibits colour through enhancement
of certain reected wavelengths.1,2 Colour from coherent scattering can be produced by the simplest thin-lm structures.
Thin-lm interference occurs when light reected by both
boundaries of a lm interfere constructively with each other.
This process is strengthened by periodic multilayers of thinlms. Diﬀraction gratings also have reective properties due
to patterns that repeat periodically with a certain lateral spacing
along the surface originating interfering waves.1,2
Photonic crystals (PCs) are composed of an array of materials
with diﬀerent refractive indexes, which can have a periodic
spatial arrangement in one, two or three dimensions. Onedimensional (1D) crystals consist of a multilayer lm of alternating layers of materials with diﬀerent dielectric constants,
whereas the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
ones are periodic dielectrics in two and three directions,
respectively (Fig. 1).3 The structural colour observed in PCs is
expressed by a combination of Bragg's and Snell's laws (eqn (1))
that explains how the angle of incidence of light, periodicity and
refractive index aﬀects the reection wavelength.2,4
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(1)

where m is the diﬀraction order, l is the reected light wavelength, d is the diﬀracting plane spacing, neﬀ is the eﬀective
refractive index, and q is the angle of light incidence.
Owing to the periodic modulation of the refractive index,
these materials possess a photonic band gap (PBG), thereby
certain wavelengths of light are prevented from propagating
through the photonic crystal. As a consequence, the crystal
reects the wavelengths located in the PBG, thus, exhibiting
vibrant colours if the PBG is within the visible light region.3,4 A
complete PBG is not always realized, and most structures
present a pseudo-gap along a certain propagation direction,
which does not hamper them to present unique optical properties.4 This is the case for biological materials and polymers
that have relatively low refractive indexes. A wider bandwidth,
and hence stronger photonic eﬀects, can be achieved by having
greater contrast between refractive indexes. It is possible to
achieve higher contrast by controlling the composition and
additives, porosity, order and topology, among other parameters, which can be adjusted according to application during
nanostructure fabrication.5,6
Inspired by many examples of natural structural colours
highlighted in the following section of this review, photonic
structures with a variety of shapes, length scales, dimensions
and materials have been developed (Fig. 2). Several fabrication
methods such as lithography, 3D printing, and self-assembly,
together with chemical etching techniques can be used to
obtain structural colours with diverse functionalities.7 Attempts
to mimic structural natural colours usually rely on colloidal selfassembly of particles, because it is a cost-eﬀective and versatile
process. Fabrication methods are based on capillary forces,
gravity, assembly assisted by shear, magnetic or electrical

Fig. 2

Schematic examples of bioinspired architectures.
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forces. Organized assemblies are easily obtained in closepacked hexagonal, face- and body-centred cubic lattices.7
Colloidal 3D photonic crystals, like the many examples of opals
and inverse opals described in the literature, can be easily
modulated according to the application by the use of many
types of materials in the structures. Such an ability to tune the
system and to improve the spectral resolution is an advantage
considering the low costs of fabrication. In addition, using
biocompatible and environmentally friendly materials has
emerged as a major improvement in this investigation eld.
Therefore, photonic structures have been recently developed as
inverse opals made with biopolymers or by transferring micro
and nanopatterns to biopolymers, such as silk,8,9 zein10 and
chitosan.11
It is the dependence of the reected wavelength on material
features, namely periodicity and refractive index (eqn (1)),
which makes photonic crystals so interesting to function as
sensors in catalysis and bioassays, among many other applications. Photonic crystals can be mechanically, thermally, electrically, magnetically or optically responsive (Fig. 3). These
stimuli induce rapid and sensitive changes in the material,
usually measurable by a shi in the wavelength and visual
colour change.3 Optical sensors based on photonic structures
have been developed to detect a number of molecules of
interest.12 For example, creatinine, cholesterol and organophosphate nerve agents can be enzymatically detected by linking creatinine deiminase,13 cholesterol oxidase14 and
organophosphorus hydrolase,15 respectively, to hydrogel-based
photonic crystals. These examples and others will be further
explored in the forthcoming sections.

Fig. 3 Responsiveness of designed photonic materials to various
types of stimuli.
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In this review, bioinspired photonic approaches are highlighted in terms of the versatility of materials, structures,
fabrication processes and applications. Due to the wide-range of
application elds, the main focus is on analytical advantages of
using structural colours in biomedical research, while illustrating sustainable, low-cost and cutting-edge technologies to
that purpose. Therefore, the review starts by giving insight on
structural colours in nature, their underlying mechanisms and
fabricating methods to mimic them. Next, promising biomaterials used to build photonic structures are presented, followed
by an overview of recent developments on the ability to design
smart sensors and to tailor polymeric structures as photonic
devices for sensing and diagnostics. Also, related biomedical
uses are addressed, namely exible and wearable devices and
image tracking of drug delivery systems. Finally, an outline of
other bioinspired applications is given, and future trends in this
fascinating and ever-expanding subject to drive innovation in
life sciences are summarized.

2.

Structural colours in nature

Colours in nature can arise from chemical or physical
processes. Chemical colours emerging from light absorbing
pigments are explained by the reectance of selective light
wavelengths that they do not absorb, while bioluminescence is
the production of light by a chemical reaction within a living
organism. Both mechanisms create interesting visual signals
for defence, communication and illumination, among other
functions used by many biological species.2,16 As previously
mentioned, the focus of this review is on physically originated
colours, where the interaction of light with structures whose
periodic dimensions of the lattice are in the order of visible light
wavelengths result in intense and bright colours that are exempt
from fading.2
However, it is particularly important to highlight that natural
colouration brilliance oen arises from combined physical
mechanisms (due to nanoarchitecture variants that integrate
regularity and irregularity) or cooperative eﬀects between
physical structures and pigments.2,16 Regarding the rst
phenomenon, nature created patterns of hierarchical structured photonic crystals along with scattering by quasi-ordered
and amorphous photonic materials.17,18 The long-range order
of a crystalline structure results in shiny iridescent colours that
change with the viewing angle. However, the degree of ordering
can be controlled towards amorphous arrays with a short-range
order. The amorphous structures, also named photonic glasses,
have reduced iridescence and lower angle dependency in
comparison to colloidal crystals due to the irregularity of the
structures.17,18
Materials found in nature, which are used for optical eﬀects
– colouration, camouage, protection against radiation, vision
and photosynthesis – include chitin, keratin, cellulose, guanine,
reectin, aragonite and collagen. Regarding photonic structures, cellulose, chitin and keratin are the most prevalent
biomaterials.16 For example, the iridescence blue colour of fruit
Pollia condensata and of the leaves of Malaysian plants arise
from helicoidal cellulose structures,19,20 while the colours of

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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scarab beetles and butteries' wings derive from chitin nanostructures21–23 and those of peacock feathers from melanin rods
connected to keratin.24
Structural colouration due to photonic crystals has evolved in
major biological groups and can be found in both terrestrial and
aquatic systems, being more abundant in animals. In plants, the
usual roles of structural colours are to make them more attractive
for insects and birds, as defence against herbivores, for ultraviolet
(UV) light protection and to increase the capture of photosynthetically important wavelengths.20 For example, the fruit of Pollia
condensata is unique among the family of Commelinaceae found
in the African forest, as well as regarding the remaining ora,
because it shows a metallic blue color with a pixelated appearance
(Fig. 4A). The cell walls are composed of photonic helicoidally
stacked cellulose microbrils, emitting a dominant intense blue
colour caused by Bragg reection. The pointillist aspect is due to
diﬀerences in layer thicknesses of the multilayer stack from cell to
cell, thus the reected colour is also diﬀerent.19 Fruits of Elaeocarpus angustifolius25 and Delarbrea michieana26 also present blue
iridescence due to cellulosic structures in the epidermal cells
beneath the cell wall.
In 2005, Vigneron et al. showed that the Leontopodium nivale,
a European alpine ower, exhibits white lamentary surfaces
that have the main aim to protect the plant from cold, UV light
and dehydration. The collection of bres can be described as
a 2D photonic structure that absorbs UV light.27 More recently,
Diah et al. (2014) studied the colouration of Malaysian plants,

Fig. 4 Naturally occurring bright iridescent colours: (A) Iridescence of
a single fruit of Pollia condensata (reproduced with permission.19
Copyright 2012, National Academy of Sciences); (B) metallic-like
reﬂection colours of golden-like and silver-like Chrysina chrysargyrea
jewel scarabs (reproduced under the terms and conditions of the
Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) License.21 Copyright 2018, The
Authors, published by MDPI); (C) miniature peacock spider Maratus
robinsoni with rainbow-iridescence (reproduced under the terms and
conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) License.33
Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry); (D) breast feathers of
bird-of-paradise Lawes's parotia, Parotia lawesii, scale bar 1 cm
(reproduced with permission.34 Copyright 2014, National Academy of
Sciences).
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which exhibit an iridescent blue colour on their leaves. The
colouration of the herbs Mapania caudata, Diplazium crenatoserratum and Phyllagathis rotundifolia arises from biogenic
silica nanoparticles.20 Particularly, in the case of Mapania caudata, its structural colour is based on helicoidal cellulose and
a layer of silica nanoparticles present in the epidermal cell
wall.28 However, a helicoid morphology causes iridescence only
with circularly polarized light of the same handedness as that of
the helicoid morphology. This is not observed when the
iridescence is caused by periodic variation of the refractive
index of multilayers instead of helicoidal structures, like in two
species of Phyllagathis and Asian begonias.28
Regarding animals, many present structural colours, from
the smallest insects and arachnids to birds and chameleons.
Colouration and the change of its hue is oen used for camouage, sexual selection and warning predators.29
Photonic crystals arranged in 1D are usually present in
insects, like the multilayer structures responsible for the
metallic colours of many jewel beetles. The cuticles of Chrysochroa fulgidissima, the Japanese jewel beetle, have layered
microstructures consisting of alternating layers with diﬀerent
refractive indices and thicknesses, namely chitin and melanin.
In addition, under high incident angles, the light reected by
these photonic structures is strongly linearly polarized, which is
quite interesting as insect eyes can detect polarized reections
and this may be a mechanism for each other's recognition.30 In
contrast, for jewel scarab beetles, circular polarization is
a predominant feature determined by the helical structure of
the stacked chitin nanobrils. The vivid golden and silver
reections of jewel scarabs of Chrysina genus (Fig. 4B) result
from combining chirped multilayer structures, i.e., spatial
periods that gradually change along the cuticle's depth, with
a chiral helical arrangement of the nanobrils and uric acid
crystallites embedded in the matrix.21
In the case of butteries, the photonic crystal is more complex
because it has structural variations within the layers of the
multilayer structures present in the ridges of wing scales.22,31
Particularly, in the case of Morpho butteries, the uniform vivid
blue reection can be attributed to a combined interference and
diﬀraction of light, together with pigmentation. The lamellar
structure within a ridge exhibits constructive interference, while
the narrow width and the irregular height of a ridge cause light
diﬀraction. The pigmentation serves to enhance the blue colouring.31 The wing scales of other buttery species that show
bright signalling colours have also been studied. The green and
violet colours on the wings of Sasakia charonda and the Euploea
mulciber originate from a tilted multilayer cuticle-air arrangement
on the ridges forming a 3D lattice, which is similar to the one
found in Ancyluris meliboeus. The iridescence of Chrysozephyrus
ataxus results from multilayers in the groove plates between the
ridges and ribs which also reect violet and green wavelengths.23
Other examples include the Cyanophrys remus, Callophrys rubi,
Parides sesostris and Teinopalpus imperialis butteries, which owe
their colour to gyroid structures having a body-centred cubic aircuticle 3D lattice.22
The Australian peacock spiders Maratus robinsoni are quite
interesting because they are able to display the full-spectrum of
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iridescent colours in an angle-dependent way. These arachnids
use colour during courtship, showing their amazing abdomen
to attract mates. The hue modication is caused by 3D airfoilshaped nanograting scales and an underlying black cuticle
layer (Fig. 4C). The scales enhance the power of the diﬀraction
grating, while the black layer absorbs background scattering
allowing brighter colours.32,33
The feathers of birds display intense colours with well-studied
biological purposes. The red, yellow and black colours can be
assigned to the presence of pigments, but intense reections
usually indicate the existence of quasi-ordered nanostructures
constituted by keratin, melanin and air.29,34 The bird-of-paradise
Lawes's parotia performs ritualized dances to attract mates while
displaying coloured feathers, especially the barbules of the breast
(Fig. 4D). These feathers contain a multilayer of melanosomes in
a keratin matrix that are densely packed and arranged in
a boomerang-shaped cross-section. This morphology allows 3D
reections and a colour switch.34
In another example, the male peacock tail presents an
extraordinary diversied pallet of iridescent colours: blue,
green, yellow and brown. These colours derive from very similar
2D photonic crystals consisting of melanin rods connected by
keratin (Fig. 5).24,35 Nonetheless, while the blue, green and
yellow barbules have a nearly square lattice, the brown one is
rectangular. They also diﬀer in the rod spacing (related to the
lattice constant) and in the melanin rod layers (related to the
number of periods of the photonic crystal). The number of
periods controls the generation of additional colours and by
varying the lattice constant, the frequency of the partial PBG
shis, which explains the diﬀerent colours of the feathers.24
Other birds, such as ducks, also present iridescent colours.
In duck barbules, the colour arises from a photonic heterostructure composed of a 2D hexagonal lattice of rod-shaped

Review
melanosomes embedded in a thin layer of keratin.29 This
close-packed hexagonal conguration is so energetically stable,
that the photonic crystal is likely achieved by a self-assembly
process. Through variations in size and spacing between
melanosomes, duck feathers obtain colours ranging from violet
to red.29 The common magpie (or black-billed) has a plumage
that looks black and white. However, the dark areas of the wings
show blue iridescence, and its tail is yellowish-green with a blue
termination. The colours found in the barbules of feathers also
derive from the hexagonal 2D lattice of keratin and melanin
containing cylindrical air channels.36
As mentioned, reversible changes in the structural colours
oﬀer camouage properties. An appealing example is the colour
change on chameleons, thought to be due to the dispersion or
aggregation of pigment-containing organelles, as it happens
with other vertebrates. However, it was shown that it is not such
a simple process, because nanophotonic crystals are involved
(Fig. 6). The skin of panther chameleons is composed of two
layers of iridophore cells, which contain guanine nanocrystals.
Their sizes, form and organization diﬀer between the two layers.
The upper layer is responsible for a fast change of colour
through alteration of guanine spacing to a triangular lattice.
The second layer improves resistance to thermal changes
resulting from sunlight exposure through reection of nearinfrared light.37
Even though in less number, it is also possible to nd some
examples of aquatic organisms whose colour depends on
photonic crystals. For example, the worm Pherusa sp. setae
exhibits a strong colour due to a 2D photonic structure, which is
constituted by hollow cylindrical channels packed hexagonally.38 Moreover, diatoms, which are unicellular microalgae
found in diverse freshwater and marine systems, also possess
iridescence in the frustule, a cell encasement, derived from

Photograph (a) and TEM image (b) of adult peacock feathers showing iridescence; photograph (c) and TEM image (d) of young peacock
feathers; and photograph (e) and TEM image (f) of a white peacock feather. White feathers lack melanin rods, thus the colour is due to scattering
in the keratin matrix. The adult and young brown barbules show 2D photonic crystals, but with diﬀerent rod spacings (lattice constant)
(reproduced with permission.35 Copyright 2015, OSA Publishing).

Fig. 5
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3. Fabrication methods to mimic
nature's photonic crystals

Fig. 6 Reversible colour change of two male chameleons while
passing from a relaxed state (left column) to an excited state (right
column), with the respective TEM images of the guanine nanocrystal
lattice in S-iridophores in the two states (scale bars 200 nm) (reproduced under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC-BY) License.37 Copyright 2015, Springer Nature).

periodic nanoporous structures of biosilica. Diatoms use these
structures to focus the optimal light wavelengths for photosynthesis on the chloroplasts distributed in the cell surface.39 It
is also possible to nd a complex 3D structure in the Cystoseira
tamariscifolia brown algae, which is an opal-like photonic
structure made from lipids and found intracellularly close to
chloroplasts (Fig. 7). Although its function is still unknown, it
may have a role in photosynthesis.40 Another example is the sh
Paracheirodon innesi that possesses periodically stacked platelets of guanine crystals in skin cells that exhibit a cyan colour.
This colour rapidly changes to yellow under stressful conditions
due to a change of platelet angle.41

Photonic crystals found in nature proved to be interesting and
smart optically active nanostructures. Their mimicry for scientic and technological applications, such as for sensor
improvement, enhancement of solar cells and communication
technologies, has been showing incredible potential and
success. Furthermore, recent advances in nanotechnology
dened a new era of enormous exibility in material composition, choice of lattice periodicity, symmetry and introduction of
defects within the photonic structures.42
The fabrication of PCs may rely on top-down methods, which
uses lithography to fabricate nanostructures from an initial
bigger piece of material. For example, electron-beam lithography (EBL) scans a focused beam of electrons to shape the
resist (an electron-sensitive lm) into periodic nanostructures
(Fig. 8A). It has the advantage of not needing a mask as other
lithography techniques, since it is possible to directly write the
pattern onto the substrate.43 This technique allows obtaining
structures with less than 10 nm and with an alignment accuracy
of less than 50 nm.44 Belotti et al. (2004) used EBL to obtain 2D
photonic triangular lattices on a silicon-on-insulator wafer,
where modulating the doses of the electron beam enabled to
precisely obtain hole diameters ranging from 250 to 465 nm.45
Later, layer-by-layer stacking with EBL became more frequent,
since it enabled to obtain uniform 3D structures with a versatile
design: Subramania et al. (2004) fabricated a ve-layer 3D
woodpile photonic crystal with a PBG in the infrared spectrum,46 while Wang et al. (2009) achieved a face-centredtetragonal woodpile photonic structure with a superprism
eﬀect also in the infrared spectrum.44 A major challenge with
EBL is the patterning of large areas (in order of millimetres),
while maintaining accuracy, but Bonam et al. (2016) achieved it
through dose control of the electron beam, penetration depth of
high energy electron beams ($100 keV) and tailored photoresist
tones and contrasts.47 It is also worth mentioning that EBL can
be used to add defects within the PC, in order to manipulate the
PBG (Fig. 9A).48 A more thorough review on nanofabrication by
EBL and its applications can be found in the work by Chen et al.
(2015).49

Fig. 7 Photograph of C. tamariscifolia, showing structural colour (a), low-magniﬁcation image of the specimen (b), and a cryo-SEM image of an
epidermal cell, showing the photonic structure (solid arrow) and a chloroplast (dashed arrow) (c). Scale bar of 2 mm (reproduced under the terms
and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY-NC) License 4.0.40 Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement of
Science).
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of diﬀerent lithography techniques: (A) electron-beam, (B) holographic and (C) nanoimprint.

Even though EBL can be used to obtain 3D structures, it is
usually used to produce 1D and 2D ones, because more than
that requires multiple stacking by precise alignment between
diﬀerent layers, which is time-consuming. Holographic lithography (HL), also denoted as multi-beam interference lithography, is more economical and needs only one single step to
achieve larger areas and volumes. The basic principle of HL is
the interference between two or more coherent electromagnetic
waves, which is recorded in a resist (Fig. 8B). The split of
coherent light into several beams prior to their recombination
is achieved by a reective optical element, a phase mask or
a single prism.50 When using multiple exposure 2-beam interference, it was possible to create 3D PCs, by assembling
multiple 1D or 2D structures.51 Photonic arrays built with HL
were already studied for numerous applications, for enhancement of Raman spectroscopy,52 and as gas sensors53 and optouidic lab-on-a-chip54 (Fig. 9B).
As previously observed, HL is a one-step method employed to
fabricate large size and periodic PCs. However, it has the
drawback of not being able to simultaneously introduce defects
while fabricating PCs, therefore those defects are later introduced via laser writing or multiple exposures. A phasecontrolled HL technique was developed for overcoming this
problem, where each interfering beam is controlled using

a phase mask for multi-beam diﬀraction.55,56 Nowadays,
a spatial light modulator is generally used for creating defects or
for engineering more exible designs.57–59
Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is a technique where the
nanopattern present on a stamp originally made by EBL is
transferred by employing pressure and temperature (Thermal
NIL, also known as hot embossing), or pressure and UV light
(UV NIL) against a polymer (Fig. 8C), which may then be used as
an optical waveguide itself or as a resist for pattern transfer to
another substrate.60 NIL overcomes the EBL limitation of not
being suitable for mass production, besides being a costeﬃcient approach, marked by choice variety regarding polymers, provided that they enclose high transmission and an
adapted refractive index.60,61 Choi et al. (2006) used the synthetic
polymer polystyrene (PS) for replication of a 2D PC with
a triangular array of holes.62 Other examples include imprinting
the PC into a light emitting diode (LED) substrate63 or into
a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer.64 The use of natural
polymers of silk65 and cellulose66,67 has been also explored,
which opens a new perspective into optical biocompatible
devices. Of note is also attaining PCs in non-planar surfaces,
such as lenses.68
Even though lithography allows better control, it remains
a time-consuming and expensive technique, compared to

Fig. 9 (A) SEM images of defects (hexagonal and straight parallel trenches) fabricated in a 3D opal photonic crystal by electron-beam lithography
(reproduced with permission.48 Copyright 2004, Elsevier); (B) optoﬂuidic device fabricated by holographic lithography (i), where the photonic
structure is visible (ii) formed against solid photoresist walls (iii) (reproduced under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution
(CC-BY) 4.0 License.54 Copyright 2016, Nature).
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Fig. 10 Self-assembly methods for PC fabrication: (A) vertical deposition, (B) dip-coating, (C) spin-coating, (D) Langmuir–Blodgett and (E)
magnetic assembly.

bottom-up approaches, which have been gaining considerable
attention, since they only depend on the self-assembly of
building blocks (usually silica, PMMA or PS nanoparticles) into
a photonic lattice, resulting in a faster and cheaper method.42
Self-assembly methods also have great popularity, due to exibility in materials choice and purposes. Moreover, most selfassembled PCs have face-centred-cubic or hexagonal-closepacked stacking.
A very simple method of self-assembly is drop-casting,
wherein a drop of colloidal suspension is spread on the
desired substrate and allowed to evaporate, which pulls the
nanoparticles together.69,70 Evaporation is also the main characteristic in the vertical deposition method, where a substrate is
vertically submerged in a colloidal solution and allowed to
evaporate for several days (Fig. 10A). Besides simplicity, it also
allows having more control over the parameters to fabricate
multi-layered photonic structures than drop-casting.71,72
Vertical deposition opens up new designs like binary PCs by
using nanoparticles with diﬀerent sizes (Fig. 11)73 and also
functionalized PCs, such as with uorescent probes.74 The use
of this technique is illustrated in a new method engineered for
polyester fabric colouration, without the use of chemical dyes
and pigments, which decreases pollution during the
process.75–77 Another practical example is the development of an
optical biomedical biosensor for venous thromboembolism
detection, based on a photonic molecularly imprinted polymer.78 Nonetheless, vertical deposition is time-consuming and
any interruption in the process aﬀects the quality of the crystal.
Another widely used method relying on control over the rate of
solvent evaporation is dip-coating, where a substrate is vertically
held and submerged into a colloidal suspension, being slowly
pulled up (Fig. 10B). Therefore, by controlling the speed of this
process, it is possible to control the layers' thicknesses79 and
prepare PCs whose layers are composed of diﬀerent materials80
or from core–shell nanoparticles to obtain new characteristics.81
Dip-coating is faster than vertical deposition, needing only a few
hours, but uniformity is diﬃcult to maintain.42
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Centrifugation and spin-coating depend on centrifugation
forces, where the colloidal suspension is centrifuged at high
speeds to bring the particles together. The quality of the PC
depends on the colloidal concentration, the solvent used,
centrifugation time, velocity and temperature.82,83 Spin-coating
is a fast and facile mechanism for producing thin uniform
mono or multi-layered photonic lms by rotation of a horizontally oriented suspension, therefore the PC forms due to evaporation (Fig. 10C).84 It can not only be used to obtain large-scale
PC assemblies,85,86 but also macroporous polymers and polymeric nanocomposites,87 as well as creating defects88 and to
build structural templates to pattern silicon substrates.89
Other techniques for fabricating PCs have been developed in
order to allow more precise and accurate control than the
aforementioned ones. The Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method is
a strong candidate for that purpose, since monolayers of

Fig. 11 Binary photonic crystals grown by vertical deposition using
silica nanoparticles with diﬀerent sizes; the images show the versatility
of design with this method of fabrication (reproduced with permission.73 Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society).
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Fig. 12 Examples of application of magnetic oriented photonic crystals: (A) photonic paper prepared through the magnetic ﬁeld-induced selfassembly of Fe3O4@SiO2 colloids, followed by a simultaneous UV curing process to ﬁx the photonic structures inside the PEGDA matrix. The “ink”
is a hygroscopic salt solution that creates durable contrast of diﬀraction colours on the paper (reproduced with permission.104 Copyright 2009,
Wiley VCH); (B) Fe3O4@SiO2 nanocubes (TEM image, bottom left) were ﬁxed with a vertical and horizontal alignment in the dark and white
regions, respectively, to create an encryption ﬁlm. The blue images correspond to the printed pattern under the same light illumination, but with
counterclockwise rotation from 0 to 270 (reproduced with permission.106 Copyright 2019, American Society of Chemistry).

nanoparticles are compressed on a water surface (Fig. 10D) and
subsequently transferred to another substrate by mobile arms
to obtain multilayer structures with the desired parameters.
Despite the two steps needed in LB, none of the self-assembly
methods described above can match the high level of exibility regarding particle size and composition and ultimate PC
design achieved using LB.90,91 LB can also be used in coordination with other techniques aiming for the creation of a defect
within the PC. For that, a layer of nanoparticles with diﬀerent
sizes is introduced in-between similar multilayers of the PC.92,93
LB has already proved successful with non-planar substrates,
which opens up future possibilities for research and commercial applications.94
Another simple, rapid and inexpensive technique that
enables the preparation of large-scale colloidal PC lms is
spray-coating. The colloidal suspension is inserted in an air
spray gun, and upon air pressure, the suspension is ejected
towards the substrate. This method is very versatile, enables
printing precise patterns and can be successfully used in several
substrates, including exible ones (e.g., paper, plastic,
fabrics).95,96 As for other methods, there are important parameters that have to be optimized, namely the viscosity of the
dispersion and the wettability of the substrate.97
Magnetic self-assembly is an interesting method that drives
paramagnetic colloidal particles to assemble under the eﬀect of
an external magnetic eld (Fig. 10E). The application of the
magnetic eld creates 1D chains between particles, due to
interparticle attraction; the interparticle separation is dened
by the balance between attraction and repulsion forces.98 It is
also possible to assemble non-magnetic particles into PCs with
this technique, as long as they are modied with magnetic
materials99–101 or get resuspended in nanocrystal-based ferrouids.102 Implementation of magnetic PCs was already studied
for humidity sensors,103 photonic paper and ink (Fig. 12A),104
and anti-counterfeiting labels (Fig. 12B),105,106 among others.
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Instead of using a magnetic eld, colloidal suspensions can
be arranged by the inuence of an electric eld, whose main
advantage is controlling the thickness of the lm, since it
increases proportionally to the amount of electric charge.107
However, in this technique, a nanostructured substrate is
usually used as a template to imprint other materials growing
within them by applying an electrical eld.108 For example, Liu
et al. (2012) used a PS template to achieve an electrodeposition
of 3D ordered macroporous silicon lms from an ionic liquid.108
Template-assisted electrodeposition of transition metal oxides
has been also pursued for optical coatings, since they possess
excellent optical properties, such as high transmittance, high
refractive index, and high hardness and thermostability.109–112
Another technique based on the application of a potential is
electrospinning (ES), which involves a polymer solution in
a capillary at a higher voltage than the deposition plate. Because
of the electrostatic force developed, polymer bres are deposited. Photonic bres have great potential for light generation
and collection in electronic devices. However, ES has limitations, due to instability during the chaotic motion of the
depositing bres, and not all polymers are amenable to be
used.113
Although there is a wide range of choices regarding mechanisms to obtain PCs whose structure allows properties similar
to the ones found in nature, it is still important to increasingly
substitute synthetic materials for biomaterials, to assure their
biocompatible and non-toxic applications. This topic will be
reviewed next.

4. Photonic biomaterials
In a world with increasing awareness regarding the environment,
new optical techniques using photonic biomaterials have been
developed in the last few years, owing to their inherent biocompatibility and biodegradability features. Among the many
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applications, some may be highlighted, like therapy, diagnostics,
sensing and imaging elds. To achieve the full potential of
photonic biomaterials, their availability in the ecosystem and
optical, mechanical, chemical and biological properties must be
considered. In particular, polysaccharides, such as cellulose and
chitosan, as well as the proteins silk and zein, are promising
biopolymers for optical purposes.114 Cellulose is the most abundant polymer in nature, being usually extracted from plants. It is
found as bres, but aer mechanical or chemical treatments, it is
possible to obtain cellulose nanobrils or nanocrystals.66 A
mesoporous chiral cellulose membrane with photonic properties
was constructed by Giese et al. (2014). Changes regarding pressure and solvent polarity aﬀected the colour of the membrane
thus allowing naked-eye detection (Fig. 13).115 Nitrocellulose is
cellulose modied with a nitrating agent such as nitric acid, and
it has also been used to form photonic biopolymers. Paper-based
microuidic chips were built with a nitrocellulose inverse-opal,
and showed to be responsive to the presence of human IgG.116
If cellulose is modied to get hydroxypropyl cellulose, it presents
iridescent colours and chirality in concentrated solutions.
However, optical functionality can also be obtained from such
cellulose derivatives using alternative methods. Espinha et al.
(2018) used hydroxypropyl cellulose to obtain free-standing
membranes through nanoimprinting. This convenient so
lithography approach enabled the obtaining of various
morphologies and topographies that were successfully demonstrated as photonic papers and plasmonic substrates to enhance
the Raman signal.66
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Chitin can be found on the exoskeleton of arthropods and
cell walls of fungi, in the form of semi-crystalline nanobres.
Chitin is insoluble in water and common organic solvents, so it
is usually deacetylated to form chitosan, whose amino groups
allow it to be soluble in acidic solutions (pH < 6.5). Both chitin
and chitosan are analogues of cellulose, since they all have
a repeated b (1 / 4) linked-D-glucose unit.117 Chitosan has been
the most studied biopolymer in the application of photonic
structures. It is known to be easily obtained from natural
sources, as well as by its biocompatibility, biodegradability and
edibility.11 Huang et al. (2014) used PS nanoparticles and chitosan to form a 3D face-centred-cubic inverse-opal photonic
structure to detect diﬀerent organic solvents. The response to
organic solvents leads to changes in the structural colour thus,
allowing a fast and naked-eye perception of which solvent was
present.11 Nguyen et al. (2016) also developed a photonic
nanomaterial based on chitosan to detect diﬀerent solvents. In
this study, chitosan nanobrils were obtained through an alkali
treatment of discarded crustacean shells composed of chitin.
These nanobrils were then used to form a hydrogel, whose
swelling in the presence of diﬀerent solvents leads to a colour
change (Fig. 14).118 Ryan et al. (2016) explored the response of
a composite hydrogel made of ordered silica nanoparticles and
a polymer network of chitosan and tetraethylorthosilicate, with
suitable exibility and mechanical strength. The obtained
photonic membrane was responsive to pH due to its swelling
ability and has numerous anticipated applications in sensing.119
More recently, Chen et al. (2018) engineered a new system of

Photograph of the cellulose membrane (a) used to detect changes regarding (b and c) solvent polarity and (d) pressure, which can be
detected by the naked eye (reproduced with permission.115 Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH).

Fig. 13
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Photonic hydrogels by swelling of acetylated chitosan nanoﬁbrils (a), and made of mesoporous chitosan nanoﬁbrils and PMMA
composites that show a change in colour to red and transparent
during swelling in acidic media (b) (reproduced with permission.118
Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH).
Fig. 14

drug release for wound healing, based on a chitosan inverse
opal, whose interconnected pores could carry the broblast
growth factor (FGF) encapsulated in a thermo-responsive
hydrogel. The release of the FGF cargo was triggered when
temperature increased at the inammation site, and it was
monitored by a blue-shi of the reection peaks of the
composite inverse opals.120
Silk is a natural protein bre produced by silkworms, moths,
butteries and spiders. It is biocompatible and biodegradable
thus, it has been emerging as a promising approach in the
biophotonic and biosensor elds. By casting a silk solution into
a colloidal crystal and aer removal of the nanoparticles, an
inverse opal responsive to the humidity level is obtained.8 Min
et al. (2017) went further by using a silk hydrogel inverse opal to
engineer an ocular prosthesis, whose opalescence and
mechanical properties could be precisely tuned.121 Silk has also
been used to form an inverse opal to sense protease activity in
cell cultures, which can be achieved in situ and detected
through structural colour gradual disappearance.122
Zein is a corn protein with interesting properties as
a biopolymer. Since it has both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
groups, its properties can be tailored according to the contact
surface during self-assembly.123 It has been shown that by direct
transfer of gold or silver nanostructures to zein, there was
replication of various nanophotonic patterns, like nanopores,
nanopillars or pyramid structures. Moreover, the zein photonic
nanostructures were shown to enhance the Raman signal of
rhodamine 6G.10 Gold coated zein lms with nanophotonic
properties have also been successfully produced by replication
of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) moulds covered with gold.
The lms were used to detect the peanut allergen Ara h1, using
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).124
Even though polydopamine is a synthetic polymer, it can
also be included in the list of photonic biomaterials, since it
derives from dopamine, a melanin related polymer. Natural
melanins can be found in several organisms, such as bacteria
and fungi, to protect them from cell damage due to light,
temperature and chemical stresses. It is also present in the ink
of cephalopods, with the aim of defence against predators, and
in humans (e.g., in the skin, hair, eyes, inner ear), among many
other examples in nature with diverse functions and
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properties.125 Polydopamine is generally used to enhance the
vivid colours of photonic crystals. In nature, melanin granules
contribute both as components of structural colours and as
light-scattering absorbers.126 Many examples in the literature try
to ne-tune structural colours by controlling four variables: size,
arrangement, blackness and refractive index. This has been
achieved by using PS nanoparticles with a shell of polydopamine to produce crack-free crystals with iridescent or noniridescent colours, according to the thickness of the shell, the
core diameter and order-disorder hierarchy (Fig. 15).126–129
Moreover, it is also possible to use polydopamine itself to
produce nanoparticles, which can then be altered with polymer
brushes, namely the hydrophilic poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA). The photonic materials presented noniridescent colours, and the colour arising from hairy particles
was diﬀerent, in agreement with increased distance between
particles. Thus, by graing the particles with polymers of
diﬀerent lengths it is possible to easily change the structural
colour and obtain functional materials.130
There are already some applications of core–shell nanoparticles using polydopamine for the development of advanced
optical devices. Zhu et al. (2016) developed a polydopamine Janus
lm through the polymerization of dopamine under alkaline pH
at the surface of a water-exposed 2D array of PS nanoparticles.
Aer removal of the nanoparticles, the lm worked as a femtolitre cup array, which demonstrated excellent properties for SERS
by further modication with silver nanoparticles.131 In addition,
polydopamine coated silica nanoparticles were used to construct
photonic barcode beads with the ability to immobilize biomolecules. Subsequently, an immunoassay was developed to detect
tumour markers, namely alpha fetal protein, carcinoembryonic
antigen and prostate specic antigen.132 In another study, a polydopamine lm was obtained using a layer-by-layer deposition,
and further decorated in situ with spherical gold nanoparticles.
Such a promising plasmonic material was successfully used to
detect the content of sugars in beer wort through Localized
Surface Plasmon Resonance.133

5. Smart structural colour-based
sensing polymers
Optical photonic sensors have been extensively studied to
identify physical, chemical or biological changes in the medium
of interest. Owing to the ability of tuning these systems to reect
light in the visible spectrum, the colour changes can be identied by the naked eye and no complex apparatus for reading
the signal is needed.134 Colorimetric responses in photonic
sensors result in blue or red shis of the observed reectance.
Through these variations, photonic crystal-based devices can be
utilized for vapour, solvent, temperature, pressure, pH, ionic
strength or biomolecule sensing.134 Creating sensing devices
usually involves polymers, since they are versatile and can be
modied for diﬀerent applications. Indeed, the possibility of
modifying the polymer network with functional molecules (e.g.,
antibodies, aptamers, enzymes) can greatly improve the recognition ability of the photonic polymer sensor.135
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Images of iridescent and non-iridescent structural colours obtained from core particles of polystyrene of 285 nm, PSt(285), with a shell of
polydopamine (PDA) of increasing thicknesses; the respective SEM images show the transition from ordered arrays (iridescent) towards
amorphous structures (non-iridescent) by controlling the thickness of PDA (reproduced under the terms and conditions of the Creative
Commons Attribution (CC-BY) License.126 Copyright 2016, The Authors, published by Springer Nature).

Fig. 15

Research on “smart polymers” has been intensied because
of their ability to respond to environmental changes, such as
temperature, pH, mechanical stress and ionic strength. One of
the most studied classes of smart polymers is that of hydrogels.136 Photonic hydrogels are usually 3D polymer networks
that either encase periodically packed colloidal arrays or have
an ordered porous polymer matrix aer etching away the
precursor colloidal particles. They can be sensitive to a certain
analyte, producing a physical or chemical change most

commonly translated into a volume change, which in turn alters
their optical properties (Fig. 16).137
They are very useful for sensing carbohydrates, as in the case
of polyacrylamide (PAAm), PAAm-poly(ethylene glycol), or
PHEMA hydrogels, containing an array of colloidal particles or
an inverse opal structure, and functionalized with boronic acid
groups as recognition elements for glucose binding.138–140 In
terms of detecting solvents, pH, temperature and ionic
strength, many examples in the literature can be found presenting diﬀerent photonic crystal fabrication approaches and

Schematic illustration of a photonic hydrogel sensing material consisting of an embedded crystalline colloidal array surrounded by
a polymer hydrogel network; the polymerized matrix contains molecular recognition elements (e.g., chemical moieties, aptamers, antibodies,
enzymes) that, upon interaction with the target analyte, induce volume changes and, consequently, a shift in the observed reﬂectance.

Fig. 16
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hydrogel networks that have been successfully developed.141,142
Additionally, multiplex smart polymers have been studied by
introducing two or more sensing moieties. For example, Liu
et al. (2015) built a pH and temperature dual responsive device,
through spin-coating alternate layers of acrylic acid and N-isopropylacrylamide copolymer and TiO2 in order to obtain
a multilayer 1D photonic stack (Fig. 17).143
However, the drawback of the aforementioned hydrogels is
their low mechanical robustness, which limits their application
for sensing mechanical stress, as the one generated by cells.
Therefore, Yue et al. (2013) developed a photonic hydrogel that
could not only respond to mechanical strain, but also to pH and
temperature, through alternating layers of so and hard polymers. The rst layer was made of poly(acrylic acid) and poly(acrylamide) (PAAm), whereas the second one consisted of
poly(dodecylglyceryl itaconate) (PDGI). Whilst the increase of
temperature and pH results in swelling of the so layers of the
hydrogel leading to a colour red shi, the mechanical compression shrinks the thickness of the gel and exhibits a blue shi.144
By analysing the reectance spectra, it was also possible to
demonstrate the combined thermo-, pH-, and mechanochromatic behaviours.144 Even if the hydrogel is multi-responsive, it is
very diﬃcult to distinguish which stimulus caused the observed
changes on the sensor. Yue et al. (2016) solved this problem by
creating two regions within a 1D photonic hydrogel composed of
PDGI/PAAm. The native hydrogel is stress-sensitive, but does not
respond to pH. By partially hydrolyzing PAAm into its acid form
only in a certain region of the gel, the authors demonstrated that
this specic region gained dual responsiveness, to pH and to
mechanical stress (Fig. 18).145
More recently, microenvironment sensing and imaging has
gained importance for detecting changes in microreactors and
biological tissues. The photonic hydrogels so far discussed are
unsuitable due to their bulk size. Therefore, Luo et al. (2020)
developed chains of responsive hydrogel shells wrapping single
1D periodical structures of magnetic particles, which have
a reduced size (tens of nanometers thick) and a fast response to

Review
pH.146 Interestingly, by using hydrogels with diﬀerent functional groups it is also possible to extend the responsiveness of
the nanochains to solvent and temperature, demonstrating
them to be a versatile system.146
Generally, sensor platforms for biosensing need functionalization for target-specic recognition. Aptamers are short
single-stranded oligonucleotides or small combinatorial
proteins developed for selective recognition of target molecules.
Besides specicity, aptamers also have good reproducibility and
can be easily modied.147 The toxic eﬀects of heavy metal ions
such as Hg2+ and Pb2+ are of concern, and eﬀorts to improve
their easy and accurate detection have been developed. Specic
aptamer sequences were incorporated into a colloidal photonic
crystal hydrogel network. Upon exposure to solutions of heavy
metals, the aptamers change conformation by interacting with
the target ions, leading to a shrinkage of the hydrogel and
consequently, the quantitative detection is performed by analysing the blue shi in the Bragg diﬀraction peak.147
A similar principle relying on changes in the lattice spacing
has been used to detect nerve agents, such as organophosphorus compounds (OPs). Diﬀerent hydrogels were functionalized with enzymes, like organophosphorus hydrolase,15
butyrylcholinesterase148 or acetylcholinesterase.149 In the study
with organophosphorus hydrolase, the hydrolysis of the OP
produces protons that create a pH gradient. As the hydrogel was
also modied with phenolates, their protonation due to a lower
pH inside the hydrogel exhibits a shrinkage and blue shis the
diﬀraction.15 Interestingly, in the case of butyrylcholinesterase,
the sarin agent binds irreversibly to the enzyme, creating an
anionic phosphonyl species whose charge creates a Donnan
potential and the hydrogel network swells causing a red shi.148

6. Molecularly imprinted photonic
polymers
Molecularly Imprinted Polymers (MIPs) are created through the
mixing of monomers, cross-linkers and the template molecule.

Fig. 17 1D photonic crystal hydrogel dually responsive to temperature and pH; reﬂectance spectra and photographs when exposed to (a) a range
of temperatures (25  C to 50  C, at pH 4), and (b) a pH range (8 to 2, at a temperature of 35  C) (reproduced with permission.143 Copyright 2015,
Elsevier).
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Fig. 18 Schematic illustration of a smart dual responsive photonic gel, able to respond to pH and compressive stress but distinguishing the
source of the external stimuli by reversible colour changes in particular regions of the gel; the graph demonstrates that the upper region of the
gel responds only to stress and the bottom to both pH and stress, presenting diﬀerent colours (reproduced under the terms and conditions of the
Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY-NC) License.145 Copyright 2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry).

Aer polymerization, the template is removed, leaving cavities
with specic binding sites. If a photonic crystal is also introduced in the polymeric matrix, the presence and concentration
of the target molecule inuences the average refractive index
and/or the swelling or shrinkage of the photonic polymer.150
Therefore, photonic MIPs are seen as a winning strategy when it
comes to developing highly specic and sensitive label-free
sensors, and have been exploited to detect numerous target
analytes.
The detection of amino acids and proteins is of great interest
to the medical eld since they may serve as disease indicators.
Various research studies have developed inverse opal based
photonic MIPs to detect chiral amino acids, namely L-proline,151
and the glutamic acid derivative L-pyroglutamic acid.152 These
studies showed that the developed sensors responded to low
concentrations and had chiral selectivity. Moreover, the recognition process could be visualized by the naked eye through
a gradual colour change.151,152 Photonic MIPs can also be
modied with functional monomers, such as b-cyclodextrins
that are cyclic oligosaccharides with a hydrophilic exterior and
a hydrophobic cavity. The rationale of using b-cyclodextrins is
related to an improved binding aﬃnity of the hydrophobic
cavity towards aromatic amino acids, as demonstrated by the
photonic MIPs developed to detect L-phenylalanine153 and Ltryptophan.154 As for other macromolecules, imprinting
proteins is more challenging than amino acids, due to their
large size that hinders easy diﬀusion to the molecular cavities if
they are buried in the polymer matrix.155 To overcome this
diﬃculty, strategies of surface imprinting have been pursued.
The recognition of haemoglobin has been achieved by surface
imprinting silica nanoparticles156 and hollow silica spheres,157
followed by suitable self-assembly into 3D photonic structures.
Other biomolecules can be sensed combining MIPs with
photonic crystals. Most structures are obtained by self-assembly

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

of colloidal nanoparticles, such as silica, PMMA or PS, followed
by inltration with the target template and pre-polymer
mixture, polymerization and nally removal of the target
template and colloidal nanoparticles (Fig. 19). The obtained
highly ordered 3D porous lms change their optical properties
upon recognition of the analyte. Among the many diﬀerent
examples, such sensing systems have been used to detect
glucose,158 cholic acid,159 cholesterol160 and testosterone,161
usually by the shi of Bragg diﬀraction.
Photonic MIPs as sensing materials have great potential to
detect numerous other substances of pharmacological and
toxicological concern in various media. This includes the
monitoring of pesticides, drugs, food additives, and so on. For
example, bisphenol A is an endocrine disruptor and
a precursor of many plastics used in everyday life. Therefore, it
is imperative to analyse its presence in our consumables. In
fact, bisphenol A has been proven to bind the cavities of
photonic MIP opals162 (Fig. 20A) and inverse opals163 thus,
being easily detected. Also, creating a 2D planar defect layer,
consisting of macropores of diﬀerent sizes (Fig. 20B), within
the molecularly imprinted photonic hydrogel was shown to be
sensitive to bisphenol A, since the defect acts as an optical
dopant and mechanical weakening agent.164 Other sensors
have been studied to analyse molecules of interest, like the
food additive vanillin, obtaining a selective response and
a shi on the Bragg diﬀraction peak.165 Pharmacological
molecules can also be detected using photonic MIPs, as is the
case of the antibiotics tetracyclines166,167 and chloramphenicol,168,169 the nerve agent atropine170 and the anaesthetic ketamine.171 Finally, the herbicide atrazine,172 the insecticide
hydrolysates
of
organophosphorus
imidacloprid,173
compounds174 and the ame retardants polybrominated
diphenyl ethers175 can also be detected using this type of
sensor.
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7. Photonics coupled with
ﬂuorescence

Fig. 19 Schematic illustration of the fabrication of an inverse opal
photonic MIP ﬁlm.

Multiplex assays have great importance in clinical diagnosis,
drug screening and gene expression. Moreover, detection assays
can be performed with suspension arrays instead of planar
arrays, given their easy preparation, exibility and greater
diﬀusion. Colloidal crystal beads can be fabricated by a number
of approaches and present stable, sharp reection peaks and
thus, may be used as encoded microcarriers in high-throughput
assays.132,176,177 Indeed, structural colouration as codes for
carriers may be customized by varying the size of the nanoparticles. Also, it is a clear advantage over the use of uorescent
dyes, since the colour is not quenched or bleached and does not
interfere with the uorescence signal from the labelling
reporters.178,179 Therefore, the combination of photonics and
uorescence brings great recognition benets since the targets
are identied by the photonic barcode beads and their abundance is quantied by the uorescence intensity of the labels.
Yan et al. (2017) used a suspension array of photonic agarose
hydrogel microspheres that were used to immobilize singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) probes. The specic binding of the
ssDNA probes to the metal ions Hg2+ and Ag+ leads to
a conformation change to double-stranded DNA hairpin structures where the SYBR Green I could intercalate, resulting in
a strong uorescent signal (Fig. 21).179 Similar studies presented
the use of photonic crystal microspheres as encoded beads to
detect mycotoxins, such as aatoxin B1, fumonisin B1 and
ochratoxin A, using a multiplex chemiluminescence immunoassay,180 as well as to detect platelet-specic antibodies using

Fig. 20 (A) Optical responses of an opal photonic MIPP to several bisphenol A concentrations, showing an intensity decrease and a red shift,
while the MIPP control showed no response (reproduced with permission.162 Copyright 2012, Elsevier); (B) SEM image of a 2D photonic MIP
structure to detect bisphenol A with an embedded planar defect layer on the opal (a) and inverse opal (b) assemblies (reproduced with
permission.164 Copyright 2011, Elsevier).
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Fig. 21 Photonic crystal hydrogel microspheres for multiplex detection of metal ions: (a) control experiments without ssDNA probes (two of the
left) and microspheres with ssDNA probes (two of the right); (b) in the presence of the probe, microspheres change colour to green, which is
intensiﬁed with increasing concentrations of Hg2+; (c) results of the selectivity tests with 1 mM of other metal ions, which were not detected
(reproduced with permission.179 Copyright 2017, Elsevier).

immunouorescence.181 Recently, a “ow-through” chip containing photonic crystal beads coated with capture antibodies
has been designed for low-cost multiple detection of proteins,
namely alpha-fetoprotein, IgG and the carcinoembryonic
antigen based on sandwiched uorescence immunoassays.182
Nevertheless, the number of codes that photonic crystals
allows is limited, and the same applies to quantum dots (QDs).
However, the combination of both gives rise to new codes. To
this end, Li et al. (2014) successfully used QD-tagged photonic
crystals to simultaneously detect the tumour markers alphafetoprotein and carcinoembryonic antigen, using the uorescence of labelled antibodies as target signals.183
Another interesting application of photonic barcodes has been
explored for microRNA quantication in a multiplex analysis.184
In this study, photonic beads decorated with polydopamine were
further modied with hairpin DNA probes and used for targettriggering cycle amplication and hybridization chain reaction
(HCR) (Fig. 22). Once in the presence of the target microRNAs,
these and helper DNAs were circularly employed to trigger the
HCR, and the quantication was followed by uorescence. The
multiplex assays were demonstrated by observing a uorescent
signal only on the barcodes that had the specic binding between
the probe and its target microRNA.184

was directed from the tail through the stretchable channels to
reach the sensors.185 More recently, a wearable sensor based on
inverse opal carbon rod electrodes introduced into the peacock
tail, which can be attached to the eyelids, was successfully
constructed to evaluate the concentration of glucose and

8. Wearable photonic devices
Non-invasive devices for continuous, real-time monitoring of
health parameters is an interesting line of research, which can
be employed to measure heart rate, breathing and blood indicators, among others. Keeping track of these parameters is of
great importance in military service, sports and reghters'
duties. For example, wearable photonic sensors can be included
in contact lenses, wristbands or skin patches.135
Skin patches can be used to monitor several parameters. Gao
et al. (2018) were inspired by the kirigami sh art to design
a photonic sticker. The photonic crystals were assembled in the
sh eyes (detection area) to enhance the uorescence sensing of
lactic acid and urea present in the sweat, while the sweat uid
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Photonic barcodes for multiplex detection: (a) scheme illustrating the functionalization of the prepared barcodes with a probe; (b)
scheme representing the microRNA detection based on target-triggering cycle ampliﬁcation and hybridization chain reaction; (c)
microscopy imaging, optical (i–iii) and ﬂuorescent (iv–vi), of three
types of photonic barcodes showing the selective detection of three
diﬀerent microRNAs, scale bar 200 mm (reproduced with permission.184 Copyright 2019, Elsevier B. V.).

Fig. 22
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lactoferrin in tears, as well as the eye-movement frequency,
which are related to diabetes.186
Another interesting application of wearable photonic colours
was presented by Cullen et al. (2011). In this study, a photonic
structure was created with multibeam interference lithography
and using the SU-8 photoresist polymer. The structural colour
changed or disappeared with blast exposure, due to the loss of
the 3D structure. Therefore, the variation of colour allowed
detecting the degree of shock-wave exposure, which in turn can
be useful as an integrative device on soldiers' helmets in a war
scenario to assess blast-induced traumatic brain injury.187

9. Drug delivery vehicles
Considering the described properties of photonic crystals, their
applications are not entirely limited to sensors. Recent technical advances promote photonic-based systems to be more
widely studied and developed in related biomedical areas, as in
the case of drug delivery.
Drug delivery systems are used to safely transport therapeutic
medicines to a certain part of the body, decreasing side eﬀects
and increasing chemical stability and therapeutic eﬃciency. Drug
nanocarriers such as liposomes, dendrimers, micelles and
nanospheres show great potential.188 Particularly, the value of
photonic systems in drug delivery has been recently explored.
Zhang et al. (2015) used poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) hydrogel
inverse opal particles, obtained from initial silica colloidal crystal
beads, to monitor drug release in real-time. As a proof-of-concept,
this study used uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran as
a macromolecular model, and the reection peak of the inverse
opal blue shied upon drug release. The uptake and discharge of
the drugs were caused by the swelling and shrinking of the
hydrogel, respectively, since it was designed to be temperatureresponsive (Fig. 23).189 These results showed that the macroporous structure provided channels for an active drug loading
and release with simultaneous imaging of the process.
In a similar strategy, a thermoresponsive polymer was
designed to trigger the synergistic release of macro and micro
molecules, but in this case mesoporous silica nanoparticles
were self-assembled in a droplet microuidic device containing
mesoporous colloidal photonic crystal particles with a large
surface area and full of nanopores and interconnected nanochannels.190 Song et al. (2017) also showed that a thin lm of
anodic aluminium oxide with nanopores in the shape of
a honeycomb can be used for drug delivery. A layer-by-layer
nanoassembly, where the model drug (gentamicin sulphate)
was loaded, was introduced into the nanopores and also as
stack layers. The system biocompatibility and the ability to
optically report the release of the drug due to changes in the
refractive index of the photonic structure demonstrate its
potential as a drug delivery device.191 Tao et al. (2018) developed
2D antimonene PEGylated nanosheets with photonic properties
for drug loading applied to cancer therapeutics. This system
responds to near-infrared light and acidic pH, showing a preference for tumour penetration and accumulation, as well as
great imaging properties.192 Similarly, Ji et al. (2018) produced
an ultrathin photonic 2D boron nanosheet for drug delivery,
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Fig. 23 Thermal-triggered drug release: (a) schematic illustration of
the self-reporting thermoresponsive hydrogel inverse opal particles
during drug release; (b) reﬂection images and spectra, where
a temperature decrease leads to an increase in the volume of the
particles (reproduced with permission.189 Copyright 2015, The Royal
Society of Chemistry).

which was responsive to pH and light for drug release, and with
multiple features for promising applications in cancer therapy
and imaging.193

10. Other bioinspired applications
The interaction of photonic beads with cells has also been
pursued. In the context of metastatic cancer, barcodes have
been functionalized with highly branched dendrimer-amplied
aptamers to capture circulating tumour cells (CTCs).194 Upon
interaction with the cell aﬃnity DNA aptamer probes, the cell
adhesion on the barcode particles did not disturb the structural
colour, which is quite useful in comparison to other encoding
strategies. Also, the barcodes proved to be specic when
multiple CTCs were targeted and enabled a subsequent eﬃcient
recovery of the cells.194 This work is interesting as it pushes the
boundaries of photonic barcodes to be used for cell culture,
beyond the straightforward understanding of a sole sensor
device. An analogous concept was pursued in the work of Fu
et al. (2016) that presented a platform for drug screening based
on cell spheroids-on-barcodes.195 The barcode particles were
encapsulated on hydrogel shells that allowed the development
of an extracellular matrix for cell adhesion and growth. The
advantage is related to the ability of distinguishing the biological response of each cell type encoded by specic diﬀraction
peaks.195 As a proof-of-concept, cytotoxicity tests were successfully performed on these barcode particles loaded with liver and
tumour spheroids, demonstrating its feasibility as a new

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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platform for drug screening and expanding the prospect of
organ-on-chips.
Other applications of hydrogels with structural colour have
been demonstrated, namely through the possibility of presenting antibacterial and self-healing properties.196 A hydrogel
made of an inverse opal scaﬀold had integrated silver nanoparticles, whose constant release prevented bacterial adhesion
and, consequently, hydrogel degradation and colour fading
(Fig. 24). Moreover, such silver-tagged hydrogels lled with
a high content of protein showed self-healing features while
maintaining their vivid colours for a long time, even under
conditions suitable for bacterial proliferation.196 The applications are vast, from tissue engineering in a more biomedical
view to further industrial perspectives.
The same applies to the recent use of structural colours in
3D-printing, resulting in colourful geometric pieces without the
need of pigments. 3D objects made from photonic structures
oﬀer the capacity of having the desired colour, as well as acting
as selective optical lters or light guides. A dendritic block
copolymer made of benzyl and alkyl wedge-type monomers was
already used to produce buttery wings in the order of centimetres whose reected colour could be tuned.197 Another
method to realize 3D-printed photonic crystals relies on using
two-photon polymerization lithography that enables precise 3D
pattern placement followed by using a heat-induced shrinking
method. By using this technique, woodpile photonic crystal
structures with ne-tuned lattice constants and a full range of
colours were obtained (Fig. 25).198
Another expanding eld is the use of photonic crystals in
textiles in substitution of pigments, which enables high
brightness and saturation with simultaneous resistance to
colour fading due to light and washes.199 Colloidal self-assembly
of silica nanospheres was already proven to eﬃciently dye
polyester fabrics with diﬀerent colours according to the size of
the particles.200,201 The self-assembly occurs through lling the

Fig. 24 Bioinspired antibacterial structural colour hydrogel tagged
with silver nanoparticles, whose optical images demonstrate its
integrity after self-healing (reproduced with permission.196 Copyright
2017, American Chemical Society).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Structural 3D colour printing: (a) scheme of woodpile
photonic crystal obtained by two-photon polymerization; (b) SEM
images (tilted-view) of a representative structure before and after
heating, respectively, scale bars 10 mm; (c) reﬂectance spectra and
reﬂection-mode micrographs of woodpiles where axy ¼ 300–350 nm
(left image) and axy ¼ 350–672 nm (right image) (reproduced under the
terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY)
License.198 Copyright 2019, The Authors, published by Springer
Nature).
Fig. 25

gaps between the textile bres, which is more successful in
more hydrophobic fabrics.201 Diverse structural colours, ranging
from blue to red, can also be achieved using silica nanoparticles
in cotton or silk fabrics.202
Many of the foreseen applications of structural colours have
to consider the modulation of photonic crystal wettability. This
is achieved at the fabrication stage by integrating surface
topography (adjusting intrinsic and hierarchical roughness)
and chemical composition (tuned by surface coating with
hydrophilic/hydrophobic materials or by inltrating liquids in
the interstices of the structure).203,204 There are typical examples
in biological photonic structures where the wetting properties
play a crucial role in the survival of organisms and bioinspire
some interesting approaches to obtain liquid-repelling and
anti-fouling surfaces with self-cleaning features.204 For some
applications, namely those that demand the use of photonic
structures in wet environments, such as outdoor painting or as
photonic coatings for solar heat reection, it is critical to have
an invariant PBG despite the weather. To this end, Kang et al.
(2015) built a liquid-impermeable inverse opal inspired in
nature, more particularly on springtails, which live in the soil.
Their skin is made of a nanostructure of hexagonal voids and
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Fig. 26 Bioinspired liquid-impermeable inverse opal: SEM and optical microscope images of plain (a) and omniphobic (b) inverse opals, made of
three sizes of silica nanoparticles (blue, green and red colours), and upon depositing ﬁve diﬀerent liquids showing that the omniphobic
nanoarchitecture retained its structural colour (reproduced with permission.203 Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH).

triangular posts with re-entrant geometry in the interstices
having low surface energy. This allows pinning the air-liquid
interface and confers omniphobic properties (Fig. 26).203

Interestingly, photonic crystals have also been studied for
anti-counterfeiting purposes. Structural colour and patterns can
be highly advantageous for authentication (e.g., watermarks) of

Fig. 27 Invisible photonic printing: (A) invisible print on a photonic paper (consisting of glycol droplets containing carbon-encapsulated super-

paramagnetic colloidal nanoparticles and dispersed in a PDMS matrix) according to the designed masks used for UV-irradiation of the matrix (a);
the pattern is invisible in the absence of a magnetic ﬁeld (b) but visible when a magnetic ﬁeld is applied (c) (only the unexposed or pattern region
maintains the PDMS network intact and its magnetic-responsive photonic activities, leading to an ordered 1D structure and colour revealing)
(reproduced under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY-NC-ND) License.212 Copyright 2013, Springer
Nature); (B) schematic illustration of the procedure for printing the invisible photonic crystal patterns on a collapsed inverse opal macroporous
polyurethane ﬁlm (a), with respective images of mask placement (b) and ink coating (followed by thermal treatment and drying) (c); colour
showing in the wet state upon soaking in ethanol–water (only the patterned “wet-heated” region recovers ordered macroporous structures and
presents colour) and gradual disappearance with evaporation and returning to the dry state (d) (reproduced with permission.215 Copyright 2019,
American Chemical Society).
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many daily life products. There are visible and invisible
photonic prints for this purpose. Regarding the rst class, the
structural colour is altered due to external stimuli and it does
not fade without the stimuli.205 This way, it is possible to create
small patterns like QR code designs, whose visibility depends
on lighting conditions and coupled uorescence.206–211 Alternatively, invisible patterns are hidden until a stimulus is applied.
Chemical swelling, mechanical stretching or magnetic elds,
are some of the specic stimuli used for colour revealing
(Fig. 27).212–215 Designing such encrypted labels is challenging,
because the information has to be strictly hidden until a specic
trigger is given and should provide a fast and reversible
response that has to be recognizable by the naked eye.

11. Conclusion and future
perspectives
As a source of inspiration, some of the most amazing examples
of photonic crystal patterns in natural systems have been
introduced in this review. Having the ability to mimic the
structural colours observed in nature, novel bioinspired materials and devices have been researched that have now blossomed into a myriad of applications. Photonic crystals owe their
colour to the nanostructure of the material and, for that reason,
have been considered an alternative to conventional pigments
and dyes as a more sustainable approach to integrate and use
colour.
The eld of optical sensing has beneted the most from
biomimicry and the ability to incorporate structural colour into
the devices. In this review, the focus was mainly on biomedical
sensors due to the great expectations for new, simpler, inexpensive and ameliorated optical methods for real-time detection of several chemicals and biomolecules. Label-free detection
has been intensively developed in the areas of clinical diagnosis, food control and environmental monitoring, because of
its clear advantages, with less time-consuming responses, high
specicity and selectivity, as well as being a less expensive
choice. As reviewed, the combination of structural colouration
with (bio)polymers has revolutionized the area, attending to the
numerous target analytes that have been successfully traced.
Indeed, the ability to engineer polymer networks to respond to
various stimuli and to modulate their interaction with biological systems, not only for diagnostic, but also for therapeutic
purposes, has experienced huge progress.
Advanced biophotonic techniques are expected to have
a growing relevance in medical diagnosis and treatment. Biologically derived and synthetic polymers comply with the
necessary requirements of biocompatibility, biodegradability
and biomechanics. To a lesser or greater extent, these materials
also provide a high degree of modication due to their rich
chemistry and can be fabricated by numerous methods. Still,
future advances in this area may focus on improving the functionalities of polymer materials for ne-tuning their photonic
responses. In particular, a rapid dynamic response to multiple
external stimuli may constitute a benchmark that diﬀerentiates
any
photonic
application
to
be
translated
into
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commercialization. To this end, one needs to master the design
of materials with desired optical, biochemical and mechanical
properties.
Although many aspects of photonic polymer fabrication have
not been deeply addressed in the current review, there are many
challenges, namely to acquire, in the same fabrication route,
the ability to obtain upgraded crystalline structures using costeﬀective techniques. Most of the photonic applications
addressed rely on structures obtained by inexpensive selfassembly methods. Nonetheless, considering the increasing
number of emerging elds where photonic materials may
denitely have a promising contribution, it will be interesting in
the future to observe a reinforcement in the likely synergy of
fabrication techniques.
In conclusion, the perspective is that one can recreate
nature's most dazzling colours and remarkable functions in
order to design modern and sustainable solutions when it
comes to biomedical sensors in point-of-care wearable devices,
theragnostics, drug discovery, smart textiles, and related elds
that are always searching for ground-breaking ideas to thrive.
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